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Abstract—For the  optimised co-ordination of Over current (OC) relays using  this Optimal  techniques such as easiest in which i have 2 

phase easiest  and dual easiest are used. Second  way of optimal coordination program is using AI logic  system such as genetic algorithm 

(GA). In this paper, a new approach will be used for optimal coordination of OC relays based on genetic algorithm for consider the IEEE 9 

bus system in which 3 generators,3 transformer and 9 bus we can use. In this work, we take into account time setting multiplier (TSM) and 

plug setting multiplier (PSM) of OC relays in optimization procedure. In this paper present the IEEE 9 bus system simulate by using E-

TAP/MATLAB coding with genetic optimized techniques the answers are taken into account as a part optimization procedure, so the outputs 

are optimized TSM’s compare to the conventional method. In other words, the novelty of the paper is taking into account to TSM to handle 

miscoordination problems. The results obtained are quite encouraging and optimized value will be useful as an effective tool for coordination 

OC relays. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

During the interconnected large power system to absorbed some abnormal condition like as a over load, over current, 

undervoltage, undercurrent, under frequency etc. Can be occurred due to the causes of the interruption of the supply and then 

the equipment can be get damaged will be connected to the system. This can be only achieved by using the reability of the 

system and also the backup protection can be used. backup protection act as when the fault occur in any second another line 

defense in case of any failure to take the appreciate action due to it should be operate after certain time, delay will be provided 

this delay of time kept as a coordination time interval(CTI).it will give the change primary protection to operate. 

 

     Now some approaches the optimal relay coordination of the overcurrent relay is proposed in paper[7].in this approaches the 

optimal relay coordination for overcurrent operation by using some special characteristics and also optimal current setting and 

time setting of relay can be determine this technique can be solve by using G.A application  and it can be improved by using 

new expression of the objective function it will be also specified in some literature .in other cases the miscoordination  

operation of the relay can be also solve and more detail about O.F in[9]. 

 

 In the G.A optimization technique some different changes of the relay setting achieved by create constrain as a objective 

function. this has defined two problems first is miss coordination and other is time setting and plug setting then the new 

problem can be achieved by calculating the optimal relay setting of overcurrent relay in power system  

 

 

II. OVER CURRENT CONSTRAIN  

As show in below expressed that coordinate of two over current relay, main relay (m) and back up relay (b), as shown in figure 

1, the difference between the operation time of back up relay and the operation time of main relay for faults F1 location and F2 

location should be more than Coordination time interval. F1 and F2 are fault at near bus and far away from the bus of main 

relay respectively. Coordination is the time interval for coordination of main and backup relay.  
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